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Reviewing detailed myocardial perfusion anatomy is
appropriate for several reasons. First, the limitations of
coronary arteriography for identifying and defining

severity of coronary atherosclerosis are well docu-
mented1,2 and include the following: (1) errors in visually
estimated percent diameter narrowing,1,2 (2) extensive
disease in the supposed normal reference segment (as
determined by intravascular ultrasonography), such that
relative percent narrowing is of little value,3-5 (3) errors
of 50% to 80% with the use of coronary arteriography in
identifying diffuse coronary artery disease,3-5 and (4)
failure of arteriography to account for the hemodynamic
effects of multiple stenoses or mixed segmental and dif-
fuse disease.2

Second, sufficient clinical experience has been
gained with the use of positron emission tomography
(PET) to map precise myocardial perfusion anatomy
without attenuation artifacts, which is also valuable for
interpreting single photon emission tomography results.
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Third, in randomized trials carried out during the
past 10 years, vigorous cholesterol-lowering has stopped
progression, caused regression, and reduced cardiovascu-
lar events or deaths in 40% to 90% of patients, thereby
providing the basis for vigorous noninvasive manage-
ment of coronary artery disease.1,2 In the Randomised
Intervention Treatment of Angina (RITA-2),6 Veterans
Affairs Non-Q-Wave Infarction Strategies in Hospital
(VANQWISH),7 and Atorvastatin Versus Revascularization
Treatments (AVERT) trials,8 angioplasty procedures or
bypass surgery had significantly poorer adverse out-
comes of death and myocardial infarction than intense
medical treatment, even in cases of severe stenosis aver-
aging 81% in diameter (AVERT). In the 8-year follow-up
of the Familial Atherosclerosis Treatment Study (FATS)
trial9 and in our experience, intense lipid and risk factor
treatment reduced deaths, cardiac events, and/or invasive
procedures by 90% compared with those in control
groups who received the usual care. Consequently, defin-
itive noninvasive diagnosis and intense lipid and risk fac-
tor treatment make determination of precise perfusion
anatomy clinically important.

Finally, recurrent angina is common after bypass
surgery or angioplasty because of graft closure, resteno-
sis, progressive disease proximal to bypass grafts, diffuse
coronary atherosclerosis, other stenosis not addressed by
the procedure, or endothelial dysfunction without local-
ized flow-limiting stenoses. For such complex anatomy,
pathophysiology, and/or perfusion patterns, a precise per-
fusion map commonly identifies the precise artery and
stenosis for further focal procedures for angina that is
resistant to treatment.

Therefore from a database of 895 patients we devel-
oped a precise, detailed perfusion atlas for every coro-
nary artery and all secondary branches by correlating dis-
tinct, localized moderate to severe myocardial perfusion
defects objectively quantified on 3-dimensional (3D)
PET perfusion images with every specific coronary
artery and its individual branches on coronary arterio-
grams.

METHODS

Study Subjects

After informed consent approved by the institutional
review committee, 895 men and women, aged 28 to 88 years,
who were being clinically evaluated for coronary artery disease
underwent coronary arteriography and myocardial perfusion
imaging by PET at rest and after dipyridamole with nitrogen 13
(N-13) ammonia. Selection criteria for detailed anatomic corre-
lations included moderate to severe, definite, circumscribed
perfusion defects, defined by automated objective computer

algorithms as at least 1 quadrant of the 3D myocardial display
outside 2 SDs of normal values. Selected perfusion defects also
had to be associated with a coronary arteriogram with a specific
artery or specific branches with narrowing greater than 10%
diameter stenosis by visual inspection corresponding to the dis-
tribution of the myocardial perfusion defect. These criteria
allowed for identification of the anatomic artery for the map of
perfusion anatomy.

In view of the documented limitations of coronary arteri-
ography for identifying and/or assessing severity of combined
diffuse and multisegmental coronary artery disease,2 the arterio-
grams in these patients were used to identify the specific
anatomic arteries or branches with any visually apparent coro-
nary artery narrowing of over 10% diameter stenosis, without
controversies about quantitative severity or accuracy even
though stenoses were typically quite severe as a result of the
criterion of moderate to severe perfusion defects for selection of
patients. The arteriograms were analyzed visually only for the
anatomic identity and location of a coronary artery or branch
corresponding to a moderate or severe myocardial perfusion
defect. The purpose was not to determine sensitivity and speci-
ficity, which depend on severity criteria of both arteriographic
and perfusion abnormalities, but rather to determine the
anatomic correspondence of arteriographic anatomy with defi-
nite, circumscribed perfusion defects.

Positron Emission Tomography

PET imaging of myocardial perfusion at rest and after
dipyridamole was carried out as previously described,2,10-12

with the use of the University of Texas–designed bismuth ger-
manium oxide (Posicam, Positron Corp) or cesium fluoride
multislice scanner with N-13 ammonia before and after intra-
venous dipyridamole (0.142 mg/kg/min for 4 minutes).

Automated Quantitative Analysis of PET

Completely automated analysis of severity of PET abnor-
malities was carried out with previously described software.2,10-13

A 3D restructuring algorithm generated true short-axis and
long-axis views from PET transaxial cardiac images, perpen-
dicular to and parallel to the long axis of the left ventricle. To
avoid the visual spatial distortion inherent in polar displays, we
used the circumferential profiles to reconstruct 3D topographic
views of the left ventricle, reflecting relative regional activity
distribution at rest and after dipyridamole stress.

The 3D topographic views are divided into fixed sections
consisting of a septal (right), anterior, left lateral, and inferior
quadrant of the 3D topographic display. For each of the 3D
topographic views, a mean algorithm determines the mean
activity level in each of these 4 regions, expressed as relative
activity levels normalized to the maximum 2% of pixels for the
whole heart data set for each of the 3D topographic views.
Finally, an algorithm automatically identifies regions of each
topographic view that have values that deviate outside 2 SDs or
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the 95% confidence intervals of normal values based on studies
of 17 healthy volunteers aged 23 to 57 years without risk fac-
tors of smoking, hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, obesity,
diabetes, excessive alcohol or recreational drug use, or family
history of coronary artery disease. Of the 4 views only the 3 that
illustrate specific perfusion anatomy are shown (in order to
minimize article length).

RESULTS: MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION ATLAS 
AND EXAMPLES

The upper row of Figure 1 illustrates coronary arte-
rial maps superimposed on the 4 quadrant views of the
left ventricle and reoriented into the vertical position as is
done for tomographic displays of perfusion imaging
without the spatial distortion of bull’s eye displays. The
middle row shows the myocardial perfusion zones corre-
sponding to each coronary artery distribution. The lower
row illustrates variations of the posterior-inferior circula-
tion for both arteries and arterial perfusion zones.

Figure 2 illustrates septal, anterior, and lateral views
of perfusion defects due to stenoses at different locations
in the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) and
its first septal and first and second diagonal branches in 3
different patients after dipyridamole stress. In the upper
panel there is LAD stenosis proximal to the first septal
perforator and proximal to all diagonals. The strip of bet-
ter perfusion at the anterior base is typically supplied by

a ramus intermedius or a first obtuse marginal branch
(OM1) of the left circumflex coronary artery (LCx). In
the middle panel both the LAD and first septal perforator
are open. The first diagonal branch is a large artery with
a severe stenosis at its origin. In the lower panel the LAD,
the first septal perforator, and the first diagonal branch
are open and the second diagonal branch has a severe
stenosis at its origin.

Figure 3 shows septal, anterior, and lateral views of
perfusion defects due to stenosis in additional locations of
the LAD or its branches. The upper panel shows a perfu-
sion defect due to a severe stenosis of the mid LAD distal
to the first diagonal branch and proximal to the second
diagonal branch. The middle panel shows the perfusion
defects due to a moderate stenosis of mid LAD distal to the
first diagonal branch and proximal to the second diagonal
branch, that has a separate severe stenosis at its origin,
thereby making the perfusion defect in the distribution of
this branch worse than that of the LAD itself. The lower
panel shows a perfusion defect due to a mid LAD occlusion
distal to an open diagonal branch. A left internal mammary
artery (LIMA) graft to the LAD is patent, but the LAD is
diffusely diseased, compromising septal perforators beyond
the first septal perforator, which is patent, and thereby cre-
ating a moderate perfusion defect in the distribution of the
LAD itself and the distal septal branches.

Recurrent angina pectoris after bypass surgery or
balloon angioplasty is a problem that may be resolved by

Figure 1. Coronary arteries and myocardial perfusion zones. D1, First diagonal branch; D2, second diagonal branch; AV,
atrioventricular; RI, ramus intermedius.
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Figure 3. Myocardial perfusion images presented as for Figure 1 for different stenoses of the LAD and its branches. D1,
First diagonal branch; D2, second diagonal branch.

Figure 2. Myocardial perfusion images after dipyridamole in septal, anterior, and lateral views show perfusion defects
due to stenoses of the LAD and its branches. D1, First diagonal branch; D2, second diagonal branch.
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exact perfusion anatomy as shown by Figure 4 (upper
panel). The severe basal septal defect is due to stenosis
of the occluded proximal LAD, involving the first septal
perforator. The LIMA graft to the LAD distal to the first
septal perforator is patent. There is a mild stenosis of the
first diagonal branch corresponding to the small, moder-
ate basal anterior defect. The middle panel shows a vari-
ation in this pattern of perfusion defects after successful
bypass surgery. In this instance the LAD is occluded dis-
tal to the first diagonal branch and first septal perforator
with a patent LIMA graft to the LAD. Progressive dis-
ease then caused stenosis of the proximal LAD, from
which the first septal perforator and first diagonal
branches arise. We call this pattern the “wasp waist” sign
because of the pinching in of perfusion at the basal body
of the heart. It is characteristic of recurrent angina with
patent grafts after “successful” bypass surgery caused by
progressive disease of the LAD and first septal perfora-
tor branch proximal to a complete LAD occlusion and
patent LIMA. Dipyridamole PET demonstrated this sep-
tal perfusion defect as the source of angina, thereby obvi-
ating the need for repeat coronary arteriography and fur-
ther invasive procedures. Even without prior knowledge
of bypass procedures, these perfusion patterns are quite
specific and are not seen otherwise. The lower panel of
Figure 4 shows the perfusion defect due to an isolated
ramus intermedius stenosis. The perfusion defect begins

at the anteroseptal base and wraps around the anterior
and lateral walls to the lateral apex. All other arteries
have normal perfusion.

Diagonal branch stenoses typically cause perfusion
defects of the anterior wall, whereas LAD defects per se,
separate from the diagonal branches, cause septal and
anteroseptal defects along the far left edge of the anterior
view. Differentiating the diagonal branches from the
LAD may be useful for identifying LAD and/or diagonal
disease separately or after revascularization procedures
that alter flow in the diagonal branches or the LAD sep-
arately. Figure 5 illustrates the importance of anatomi-
cally distinguishing between LAD and diagonal perfu-
sion defects. The upper panel shows a perfusion defect
due to severe LAD stenosis proximal to a large first diag-
onal branch. Coronary arteriography confirmed this find-
ing and showed that the LAD stenosis also caused a
severe stenosis at the origin of a single, large diagonal
branch that filled well through collaterals.

Balloon angioplasty and stenting of the LAD were
carried out because the diagonal branch was well collat-
eralized. Attempted dilation of the diagonal branch was
not successful. The lower panel is a dipyridamole perfu-
sion study in the same patient after successful stenting of
the LAD stenosis with complete occlusion of the previ-
ously severely stenotic diagonal branch. This follow-up
dipyridamole perfusion study indicates a patent LAD,

Figure 4. Myocardial perfusion images presented as for Figure 1 for additional stenoses of the LAD and its branches
with patent LIMA grafts to LAD. D1, First diagonal branch.
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although there is a mild apical defect characteristic of dif-
fuse disease. The severity of the perfusion defect in the
first diagonal distribution extends more laterally, which is
consistent with total occlusion and myocardial steal as
observed at the LAD stenting after dipyridamole. Because
there were extensive collaterals to the myocardial bed of
the first diagonal branch, as demonstrated by both arteri-
ography and PET, no angina, myocardial infarction, or

electrocardiographic changes developed and no further
procedures were done. With recognition of this diago-
nal–LAD perfusion pattern, a follow-up arteriogram may
be unnecessary in the absence of other clinical indications.

These PET examples show that the LAD is located
along the left side of the anterior view and along the right
(or anterior) side of the septal or right view. The distal third
of the anterior view is the distribution of the second diago-

Figure 6. Myocardial perfusion images after dipyridamole in lateral, inferior, and septal views show perfusion defects
due to stenoses of LCx, OM1, and OM2. Post. LV br., Posterior left ventricular extension branch from the RCA. 

Figure 5. Myocardial perfusion images after dipyridamole before and after balloon angioplasty of LAD with severe
stenosis and/or occlusion of codominant diagonal branch.
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nal branch. The mid to proximal part of the anterior wall is
the distribution of the first diagonal branch, and the base of
the anterior wall is the distribution of the ramus intermedius
or the OM1 of the LCx (if there is no ramus intermedius).

Figure 6 illustrates perfusion defects in lateral,
inferior, and septal views due to stenoses of the LCx
and its obtuse marginal branches. The upper panel
shows a perfusion defect due to severe stenosis of the
LCx proximal to the only obtuse marginal branch.
There is a large, open ramus intermedius to the distal
lateral wall. The RCA is dominant with a posterior left
ventricular (LV) branch, both of which are patent. The
middle panel of Figure 6 illustrates a perfusion defect
due to stenosis of the LCx distal to the OM1. A domi-
nant right coronary artery (RCA) with a posterior LV
branch is also patent. The lower panel shows a stenosis
of the LCx proximal to the OM1 and second obtuse mar-
ginal branch (OM2), also with a patent dominant RCA
and posterior LV branch. The OM1 usually distributes
well anterior on the lateral view and often to the basal
anterior wall.

Figure 7 illustrates several complex multiregion
defects due to various combinations of stenoses in the
LAD and LCx distribution or their branches. The upper
panel shows myocardial perfusion images 6 months after
balloon stenting of a stenosis in the LAD near the origins

of 2 adjacent diagonal branches. There is a severe defect
due to origin stenoses of the 2 adjacent first and second
diagonal branches, with a patent LAD and small third
diagonal branch. The stenotic diagonal branches extend
well into the anterior lateral wall. There is myocardial
steal in the distribution of these diagonal branches, indi-
cating good collateralization. Because of good perfusion
after dipyridamole in the distribution of the LAD, this
artery is widely patent after successful stenting, but the
patency of the 2 diagonal branches is compromised.

For the middle panel of Figure 7, the arteriogram
shows that the first septal perforator is open; the LAD has
mild diffuse disease; a large ramus intermedius and the
single, large diagonal branch have severe stenoses; the
LCx is open; and the OM1 is moderately diseased, caus-
ing the moderate defect (green area) in the basal lateral
region superior to the large severe defect. The anterior
and lateral defect is too large for a single branch but does
not involve the distribution of the LCx. Therefore it must
involve large diagonal branches or large diagonal and
ramus intermedius arteries because the defect extends to
the lateral apex typical of this latter artery.

The lower panel of Figure 7 shows an extensive per-
fusion defect, which indicates a patent, diffusely diseased
LAD with stenoses of both diagonal branches and the
LCx proximal to the obtuse marginal branches. The more

Figure 7. Myocardial perfusion images presented as in Figure 6 for stenoses of various lateral and inferior coronary
arteries. Interm., Intermediate; D1, first diagonal branch; D2, second diagonal branch; D3, third diagonal branch. 



severe blue basal lateral defect indicates a more severe
additional stenosis of the OM1. The RCA with a posterior
LV extension branch shows a moderate defect due to dif-
fuse disease, confirmed by coronary arteriography.

Figure 8 illustrates the inferior view of perfusion
defects due to stenoses of inferior coronary arteries. The
variations include dominant RCA and codominant RCA-
LCx supplying the posterior descending coronary artery
(PDA), shown both with and without a posterior LV
extension branch from the RCA.

Figure 9 shows additional inferior perfusion defects
at the extremes of myocardial perfusion anatomy ranging
from a large, severe defect caused by severe stenosis of a
dominant LCx to the smallest defect caused by disease of
an isolated atrioventricular nodal branch at the inferior
crux of the left ventricle.

Figure 10 shows lateral, inferior, and septal views
of complex perfusion defects due to stenoses of both
LCx and RCA. The upper panel shows a perfusion
defect due to separate stenoses of the mid ramus inter-
medius, a mid OM1, and a mid PDA arising from a
patent, dominant RCA with its open posterior LV exten-
sion branch. The LCx is also patent. The middle panel
shows the perfusion defects due to severe stenoses of
the OM2, the posterior LV extension branch from the
RCA, and moderate stenosis of the dominant RCA-
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PDA. The lower panel shows perfusion defects due to
severe stenosis of a dominant RCA-PDA distal to an
open posterior LV extension branch. The distal LCx has
a severe stenosis beyond the lateral obtuse marginal
branches. This pattern of an inferior “double defect”
separated by a better-perfused mid inferior zone always
indicates stenoses of both LCx and RCA supplying the
inferior wall. Recognition of these inferior perfusion
patterns (ie, double defects) and distribution more later-
ally, as opposed to more septally, commonly indicate
which artery is dominant to the inferior wall.

Figure 11 shows results for a patient who had recur-
rent angina pectoris after balloon angioplasty of a severe
LCx stenosis at another institution. The PET scan after
LCx angioplasty showed a perfusion defect that sug-
gested stenosis of the RCA, but review of the previous
outside angiogram results showed no stenosis of this ves-
sel. Because the PET perfusion defect indicated stenosis
of a dominant RCA, a follow-up arteriogram was
obtained, confirming the LCx to be widely patent with no
other stenoses apparent on standard views. However, as a
result of the PET scan, special arteriographic views were
obtained that revealed a severe right ostial stenosis that
was overlooked on routine views of the first arteriogram
at initial balloon angioplasty of the LCx. Rotablation and
stenting of this right ostial stenosis were successfully car-

Figure 8. Myocardial perfusion images after dipyridamole in inferior view for stenoses of LCx and RCA in various com-
binations and for dominance or codominance. AV, Atrioventricular; br., branch.
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Figure 10. Myocardial perfusion images presented as for Figure 6 for complex perfusion defects due to multiple
stenoses of lateral and inferior coronary arteries. Post. LV br., Posterior left ventricular extension branch from the RCA.

Figure 9. Myocardial perfusion images in lateral and inferior views for stenotic dominant LCx (upper panel) and for
isolated disease of atrioventricular (AV) nodal artery from RCA (lower panel).



ried out with disappearance of angina and the PET perfu-
sion defect. As in these examples, precise perfusion
anatomy may play a major role in optimizing outcomes
and minimizing invasive procedures in the treatment of
patients.

Perfusion imaging for following changes in severity
may be useful clinically, as illustrated in Figure 12. The
severe perfusion defect found 6 months after stenting the
LAD indicates procedure-related stenoses at the origins
of the 2 adjacent diagonal branches near the stent site
(shown in Figure 7). As demonstrated by good perfusion
in its distribution, the LAD is widely patent after suc-
cessful stenting, but with compromised patency of the 2
diagonal branches. The patient had no angina, and ejec-
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tion fraction during maximal exercise stress as deter-
mined by gated blood pool imaging increased from 74%
to 82%; this increase in ejection fraction with exercise
indicated absence of exercise-induced ischemia due to
good collateral perfusion, manifest as myocardial steal
on perfusion images after dipyridamole. Intense lipid
management2,14 was therefore continued without repeat
revascularization. Six months later follow-up PET
revealed substantial improvement, shown in the lower
panel of Figure 12.

During the past 10 years, large randomized trials
have demonstrated that lipid-lowering improves perfu-
sion and profoundly reduces the risk of coronary events
such as myocardial infarction, death, hospitalization, bal-

Figure 13. Myocardial perfusion images after dipyridamole before and after 18 months of intense risk factor management.

Figure 12. Myocardial perfusion images after dipyridamole before
and after 6 months of medical management.

Figure 11. Myocardial perfusion images at rest and after dipyri-
damole (DIPY) in a patient with recurrent angina after successful
balloon angioplasty of stenosis of LCx.
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loon angioplasty, and bypass surgery in patients with
established coronary artery disease.1,2,10-12 Figure 13
illustrates the changes in myocardial perfusion after
intense risk factor management, showing marked
improvement in perfusion after dipyridamole stress.
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